FBI SEARCHES THE
HOME OF THE GUY WHO
SAID, “I WANT TO SEE
THOUSANDS OF
NORMIES BURN THAT
CITY TO ASH” ON
JANUARY 6
I want to see thousands of normies burn
that city to ash today — Telegram text
from person described as UCC-1, January
6, 2021

According to NYT’s Alan Feuer, the person who
participated in the Proud Boy leadership
Telegram chat planning for January 6 who was
described as “Unindicted Co-Conspirator 1”
(UCC-1) in the Proud Boy Leaders indictment is
Aaron Whallon-Wolkind, the Vice President of the
Philadelphia Chapter of the Proud Boys.
As described in the indictment, in Telegram
chats obtained from Nordean’s phone, UCC-1 made
a comment on January 4 reflecting an existing
plan. And he played a key role in setting up the
radio communications that would be used on the
day of the riot.
41. On January 4, 2021, at 8:20 p.m., an
unindicted co-conspirator (“UCC-1”)
posted to New MOSD channel: “We had
originally planned on breaking the guys
into teams. Let’s start divying them up
and getting baofeng channels picked
out.”1
42. On January 5, 2021, at 1:23 p.m., a
new encrypted messaging channel entitled
“Boots on the Ground” was created for
communications by Proud Boys members in
Washington, DC. In total, over sixty

users participated in the Boots on the
Ground channel, including D.C. NORDEAN,
BIGGS, REHL, DONOHOE, and UCC-1. Shortly
after the channel’s creation, BIGGS
posted a message to the channel that
read: “We are trying to avoid getting
into any shit tonight. Tomorrow’s the
day” and then “I’m here with rufio and a
good group[.]”
[snip]
47. UCC-1 the At 9:09 p.m., broadcast a
message to New MOSD and Boots Ground
channels that read: “Stand by for the
shared baofeng channel and shared zello
channel, no Colors, be decentralized and
use good judgement until further orders”
UCC-1 also wrote, “Rufio is in charge,
cops are the primary threat, don’t get
caught by them or BLM, don’t get drunk
until off the street.” UCC-1 then
provided a specific radio frequency of
477.985.

UCC-1 also warned the others not to write their
criminal plans in Telegram texts.
Specifically, the person identified in
the Superseding Indictment as Unindicted
Co-Conspirator (“UCC-1”) advised that
participants “[s]houldn’t be typing
plans to commit felonies into your
phone.” UCC-1 later directed that, “if
you’re talkin[g] about playing
Minecraft2 you just make sure you don’t
use your phone at all or even have it
anywhere around you.”
2 Minecraft is a video game. Based on
information provided by the FBI, the
government understands that it is common
for persons discussing criminal activity
online to refer to such activity as
occurring “in Minecraft” to conceal the
true nature of the activity.

The full context of UCC-1’s comment about
burning DC to ash includes a comment reflecting
his belief that “the state is the enemy of the
people” and a response from Person 2 describing
that “normiecons” have no adrenaline control, a
recognition that shows up elsewhere that the
Proud Boys could and did inflame non-Proud Boy
members.
DONOHOE: Are you here?
…
UCC-1: No I started a new job, don’t
want to fuck it up yet
DONOHOE: Well fuck man
UCC-1: There will be plenty more I’m
sure lol
UCC-1: I want to see thousands of
normies burn that city to ash today
Person-2: Would be epic
UCC-1: The state is the enemy of the
people
Person-2: We are the people
UCC-1: Fuck yea
Person-3: God let it happen . . . I will
settle with seeing them smash some pigs
to dust
Person-2: Fuck these commie traitors
Person-3 It’s going to happen. These
normiecons have no adrenaline control .
. . They are like a pack of wild dogs
DONOHOE: I’m leaving with a crew of
about 15 at 0830 to hoof it to the
monument no colors
Person-2 Fuck it let them loose
Person-3 I agree . . . They went too far
when the [sic] arrested Henry as a scare
tactic

A detention memo for Ethan Nordean revealed that
UCC-1 was monitoring livestreams and using other
methods to track the riot (I’ve written about
how useful former Army Captain Gabriel Garcia’s
live streams would have been for that purpose;
given Whallon-Wolkind’s role in setting the
channel for the Baofengs, it’s likely he tracked
that too).
When the Defendant, his co-Defendants,
and the Proud Boys under the Defendant’s
command did, in fact, storm the Capitol
grounds, messages on Telegram
immediately reflected the event.
PERSON-2 announced, “Storming the
capital building right now!!” and then
“Get there.” UCC-1 immediately followed
by posting the message, “Storming the
capital building right now!!” four
consecutive times.6 These messages
reflect that the men involved in the
planning understood that the plan
included storming the Capitol grounds.
This shared understanding of the plan is
further reflected in co-Defendant Biggs’
real-time descriptions that “we’ve just
taken the Capitol” and “we just stormed
the fucking Capitol.”
6 UCC-1 and PERSON-2 are not believed to
have been present on the Capitol
grounds, but rather indicated that they
were monitoring events remotely using
livestreams and other methods.

The centrality of UCC-1 in the indictment
against the Proud Boy leaders — along with Aram
Rostom’s reporting on Whallon-Wolkind’s past
efforts to share information on Antifa with the
FBI — fed conspiracies about the FBI seeding the
entire January 6 riot.
In January 2019, a member of the
Philadelphia chapter of the Proud Boys
who called himself “Aaron PB” was on a
Telegram chat with fellow members to
gather information about Antifa,

according to leaked chat screenshots
whose authenticity was confirmed by a
source familiar with the Proud Boys and
by a lawyer for Aaron PB. Aaron PB said
in a chat that he was gathering “info we
want to send our FBI contact.”
A source close to the federal
investigation told Reuters that “Aaron
PB” is a Philadelphia Proud Boy leader
named Aaron Whallon-Wolkind.
Whallon-Wolkind did not respond to phone
calls or questions sent via text.
Reached by a Reuters reporter, he hung
up.
Patrick Trainor, a New Jersey lawyer for
Whallon-Wolkind in an unrelated lawsuit,
said Whallon-Wolkind and other
Philadelphia Proud Boys had talked about
inconsequential matters with the FBI
over the years. Those contacts did not
amount to anything substantive, Trainor
said. Trainor represents other Proud
Boys as well.
“They’ve all been approached at
different times at different rallies in
the city of Philadelphia,” he said.
“Plainclothes FBI guys wanted to talk to
them. You know: ‘We heard this happened.
This happened so let’s talk about it.’”
Trainor acknowledged Whallon-Wolkind
made the comments about “our FBI
contact” on the Telegram chat, but
believes they were not meant to be taken
seriously. “I think he was just breaking
balls,” Trainor said. “I think there was
no contact with the FBI.”

In a May Motion for a Bill of Particulars, Ethan
Nordean’s attorneys professed to need the
identity of UCC-1 because key allegations in the
conspiracy were attributed to him.
The government uses the statements of a

person identified as “UCC-1” in the FSI
to detain Nordean and to establish a
conspiracy. The government has not
produced evidence identifying this
individual.
[snip]
The FSI cites a “UCC-1” who allegedly
makes various conspiratorial remarks.
FSI, ¶¶ 41, 42, 47. The government has
not produced evidence identifying this
individual.

But by July 15 (not long before Enrique Tarrio
called Zach Rehl’s wife to sound out whether
Rehl was flipping), when Judge Tim Kelly asked
whether Nordean lawyer Nick Smith still wanted
that identity, Smith instead emphasized a
greater need for evidence linking Dominic
Pezzola to his client. Smith did complain that
the Proud Boys were left speculating on the
identity of the person, ridiculously suggesting
that his client didn’t know the identities of
the around six other people with whom he was in
a leadership Telegram channel. Smith then noted
that there was public information (Rostom’s
reporting) that UCC-1 had been a government
informant. Prosecutor Luke Jones then confirmed
that UCC-1 was not a CHS — that is, a paid
informant of the sort that FBI might use to
entrap others.
Nevertheless, in July, it appeared that
prosecutors had a cooperating witness who could
attest to an advance plan to storm the Capitol.
On Friday, according to a filing purporting to
argue that Zach Rehl should be released on bail,
FBI agents raided Whallon-Wolkind’s home.
Rehl’s attorney, Jonathon Moseley, claimed that
because (he said), “Aaron Whallon-Wollkind did
not join the events in the District of Columbia
on January 6, 2021, whether the peaceful
demonstrations or the violent attacks by a very,
very few against U.S. Capitol Police … the
Government has no basis for investigating or

charging Whallon-Wollkind other than his
connection to Zachary Rehl” [all three forms of
emphasis Moseley’s], which in turn Moseley
claimed was proof that the government still did
not have any evidence against Rehl.
It’s a colossally stupid argument, almost as
stupid as Moseley’s last two filings, in which
he admitted that the Proud Boys “‘circle[d]’ (in
a rectangle) the region around the Capitol to
monitor the risk from counter-demonstrators,” an
encirclement plan that had been publicly tied to
obstructing the vote count in advance, and then
argued that because Ali Alexander, a brown
person who took credit for organizing the Stop
the Steal rallies, had not been arrested yet,
his [white] client should not have been either.
In the guise of arguing that a warrant that
Judge Kelly likely knew about — if not
authorized — in advance did not substantiate
probable cause, Moseley laid out anything a coconspirator might want to know about the raid of
one of another co-conspirator, including the
date of the search, the items listed in the
warrant, the crimes under investigation, the
items seized, and Whallon-Wolkind’s [wise]
refusal to answer questions without an attorney
present.
Before dawn on the morning of Friday,
October 8, 2021, approximately 20 law
enforcement agents heavily armed and
wearing riot police gear, raided the
home rented by Aaron Whallon-Wollkind
near the Pennsylvania border. Aaron was
awakened to threats, commands, and
intimidation from an extremely loud
loud-speaker (far more powerful than a
hand-held bullhorn) ordering him to come
out of his rural house with his hands
up. He walked out of the door to find
his girlfriend already handcuffed
outdoors without any pants being guarded
by the riot-gear wearing FBI agents.
On his lawn he found an armored
personnel carrier which he understands

to be a “Bear Cat.” The tank-like
armored personnel carrier and other
vehicles had torn up his lawn. There was
also a roughly 15 foot long battering
ram mounted on a vehicle. They were
apparently all agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation or at least led
by the FBI with supporting officers.
[snip]
In the pre-dawn of Friday, October 8,
2021, Whallon-Wollkind was also
handcuffed and held outside while the
agents ransacked his house along with
his half-naked girlfriend. After some of
the roughly 20 agents had searched his
house inside, some of the agents brought
Whallon-Wollkind back inside where they
had moved a single chair in the middle
of a room like an interrogation scene
from a war movie. They sat him down and
began to interrogate him. He told them
that he refused to say anything without
the advice of an attorney.
The FBI took all of his computer and
computer devices and phones, including
an old broken phone.
However, Whallon-Wollkind was not
arrested or charged.
[snip]
They had staked out his house and taken
photographs. The only thing they did not
already have is evidence of Zachary Rehl
planning, organizing, or leading a
poorly-defined “Stop the Steal protest”
which Ari [sic] Alexander takes credit
for being the National Organizer of.
Counsel has reviewed the search warrant
and documents given to Whallon-Wollkind
yesterday morning, which was sent by
text message from his girlfriend.
Counsel understands that when freely
given to Wollkind and his girlfriend,

the documents lost their sealed
character. The paperwork was freely
provided to Wollkind and his girlfriend
at their house, with no instructions
that any restrictions applied to them.
There is nothing in the search warrant
that orders anything with regard to the
person whose property is being searched.
We are not talking about the underlying
affidavit, which was not provided and
remains under seal. But the deprivation
of Zachary Rehl’s liberty, being
incarcerated for months of his life he
will never get back, for things he did
not do, outweighs any interest of the
Government in continuing to perpetuate a
baseless conspiracy theory against
Zachary Rehl.
The search warrant is authorized to be
executed by October 14, 2021,
corresponding to the motions schedule
for the next hearing of this Court.
The search warrant was issued on either
October 1, 2021, or October 4, 2021 (the
text message version is blurry).
[snip]
The SUBJECT OFFENSES are the same
criminal charges for which Zachary Rehl
was indicted in the First Superseding
Indictment. The items to be searched and
seized include:
a. Clothing items associating AARON
WOLKIND with the Proud Boys
organization, as described in the
affidavit in support of the search
warrant application.
* * *
d. Records and information relating
to the identification of persons
who either (i) collaborated,
conspired or assisted (knowingly or
unknowingly) the commission of the

SUBJECT OFFENSES; or (ii)
communicated about matters relating
to the SUBJECT OFFENSES, including
records that help reveal their
whereabouts.
* * *
f. Records and information … any
efforts to or questions about the
legitimacy of the 2020 Presidential
election, the certification process
of the 2020 Presidential Election,
or otherwise influence the policy
or composition of the United States
government by intimidation or
coercion.
* * *
h. Records and information relating
to the state of mind of the
subjects and/or co-conspirators,
e.g. intent, absence of mistake….

Moseley makes much of the fact that the FBI had
correctly identified in which judicial district
Whallon-Wolkind’s house is located, which he
says is in a rural area close to the PA border,
as well as that the FBI had a serial number and
type for Whallon-Wolkind’s smart phone.
Indeed, while counsel is not revealing
the judicial district where the search
warrant was issued, where Wollkind
resides, and where the search warrant
was executed, the FBI would have to
already know everything imaginable about
Wollkind in order to apply to the
correct judicial district, which is not
what one would expect, and to include
(thankfully, to avoid misunderstandings
and mistakes) three photographs of
Wollkind’s rented house. Thus, the FBI
did not need to learn about Wollkind.
They wanted to scrounge around for
evidence against Rehl that they still do
not have. The FBI already knew the

precise type and serial number of the
smart phone used by Wollkind.

It’s as if this attorney has never seen a
probable cause warrant affidavit before, which
describe both these things to establish probable
cause for the warrant.
Moseley’s conspiracy theory is that the FBI
obtained this warrant between the time Rehl
first renewed his bid for pretrial release and
days before the time there’ll be a status
hearing exclusively to obtain evidence to use to
prove what the DC Circuit Court has already said
is adequate basis to detain Rehl’s coconspirators.
Perhaps the most interesting detail in this
filing, however, is a stray sentence that seems
to indicate that Whallon-Wolkind may have
traveled to DC in January after the riot.
Aaron Whallon-Wollkind never travelled
to the District of Columbia until after
the protests were over.

Whatever else Moseley argues, this filing comes
after months in which his client’s alleged coconspirators have suggested that Whallon-Wolkind
either was cued by the FBI to incite the entire
riot with really incriminating statements (which
Jones effectively denied) or had only avoided
charges for those far more damning statements
because he was cooperating. That is, for months,
other Proud Boys have argued that WhallonWolkind’s statements were badly incriminating.
Now Moseley wants the judge who has been hearing
that for months (Moseley repeatedly states that
this investigation has been going on ten months
rather than nine) to believe there’s nothing
incriminating about Whallon-Wolkind’s actions
leading up to and during the riot.
If Whallon-Wolkind had been cooperating before —
presumably under a proffer agreement that would
have prohibited the government from using his
statements against him so long as they were

honest — it appears that cooperation has ceased.
Or perhaps the government has gotten more useful
cooperators who’ve implicated Whallon-Wolkind
more deeply in the planning for that day.
Whatever the reason, the FBI has recently
shifted its focus to the guy who expressed his
desire on the morning of the insurrection that
there would be an insurrection.

